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Seeds from the Spirit
To “be filled with the Spirit”, is to receive
from the Spirit.
A camel fills itself with water before it goes
into the desert. While in the desert, it draws
from within itself, because what is within him sustains
him.
So is it with the Spirit, if He’s in you, He will sustain you.
I pray that you will plant these ”Seeds from the Spirit”,
Into your spirit, that when you are in the desert times of
Your life, you will have something to draw from.
Be Blessed,
Pastor Gerald A. Tucker
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Behind FOOLISHNESS, you will find a FOOL



*Living is GIVING.



*When you can’t LEAD them to God, LEAVE them
to God.



*Don’t FIGHT ghosts.



*When a person has a ‘PIGEON’ spirit, DON’T look
up.



*“Grow old “GRACEFULLY”, Julia Shealy my
wife's' grandmother (deceased).



SIN is like electricity, it ALWAYS seek GROUND.



Don’t hold on to SOMETHING, or SOMEONE, that
God wants you to let go.



When the AX, of God’s Word is being used, stay
BEHIND it.



Life is having a GOOD wife.



ANYBODY can be ANYBODY.



You need a MINDSHAKE, not a MILKSHAKE.



It's HARD to say NO, to yourself.
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In the church, we have more LIP BONE, than HIP
BONE. Can I get a witness?



Aren't you glad that God DON'T do us, like we DO,
Him?



You CAN'T let EVERYONE, LAY hands on you,
because you don't know, WHERE their hands have
BEEN.



Some folk you rather see their TAIL LIGHTS,
instead of their HEAD LIGHTS.



The truth is NAKED, but a lie wear CLOTHES.



You GET, what you ARE.



You'll NEVER win with sin.



Make sure that they are PRAYING FOR you and
not PREYING ON you.



GIVE, what you WANT.



Because of PRIDE, Satan had to take a RIDE.



A WISE man KNOWS when to QUIT.



*Wealth is GOOD health.



*Revelation SHOULD lead to application.



God's Word is BREAD, not CAKE.



When you STAND up, God will SHOW up.



Remember, God has the REMOTE CONTROL.
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Continued…..


Sinful PEOPLE, sinful LEADERS.



When you BURY the HATCHET, DON'T leave the
HANDLE sticking out



.While you're WAITING, God is WORKING.



You GET what you EXPECT.



Don't be a NERD, just speak the WORD.



Make Sure that it is GOD talking to you, and not
YOU talking to you.



When you can accept NO, THEN you can grow.



A SEED will supply your NEED.



DON'T LISTEN to TALK.



When YOU are hurting, HELP somebody else



.You CAN'T keep a GOOD man DOWN, and you
CAN'T keep a BAD man UP.



WATCH your WITNESS.



You RECIEVE, to RELIVE.



HIM possible, Matt. 19:26.



If you HONOR work when you're YOUNG, Work
will HONOR you, when you're OLD.



You CAN'T RISE to the TOP, if you're NOT DOING
anything at the BOTTOM.
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A SETBACK, is just a SETUP for a COMEBACK.



Remember, SPRING comes AFTER WINTER,
Selah.



If you DON'T want to FALL, KEEP PEDALING.



When YOU turn it LOSE, GOD will turn it
AROUND.



The DEVIL wants to CONCEAL, but GOD wants to
REVEAL.



GOD got it FINISHED, all YOU have to do it is get,
STARTED.



You can't live DIRTY, and expect CLEAN things.



GOD has the TRUMP card, and HE can PULL it
whenever He gets ready.



Your PURPOSE is BIGGER than you
PROBLEMS, STAY FOCUSED.



It's hard to tell which way is UP, when YOU are
upside DOWN.
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Isolation, should, lead to preparation.



Sin never sleep



The purpose of power is to help the powerless.



It’s easy to believe a lie, when you’re living one.



Forgiveness don’t have amnesia, I’m just not
going to hold it against you.



The Who we worship, is more important than
where we worship.



You survived the storm, don’t drown in the
puddle.



Faith in patient



Attraction can lead to distraction.



You live what you believe.



Your plans can change, but not your purpose.



Sometimes the best things said about you are
unheard.



Too much sleep will make you weep.



Let The Word do the work.



Pastors, don’t let church folk, turn the Pastor, into
a disaster.



Grace, is The Holy God, accepting a sinful man.
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Sometimes God breaks, before He makes.



Just because I don’t say nothing, that don’t
mean I don’t know nothing.



God wants total praise, not partial; this is
ministry, not dentistry.



Be steady in the storm.



Some folk always want to have the last word,
but most of the times, the best last word,
should be silence. Selah



To get to the ‘Mountain Top’, you have to
climb the mountain.



Inspiration leads to revelation.



Creativity will increase productivity.



Pastors, when God’s people come to church,
then want the SON, not shade.



Slack will bring lack.



Little can become large.



Reaction reveals what’s in the heart.



Maturity will keep prosperity.
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Wishing should not take the place of working.



You can meet, but don’t mix.



Some folks are like cabbage; you wonder when
they’re going to head up.



Worship works, ask Job.



You’re in it, to win it.



Life cannot explain itself. Only The One Who
gave it,



The mind is the first battlefield.



There is healing in hearing.



God’s silence doesn’t mean He’s absent.



Inspiration leads to motivation.



God won’t budge, until you get rid of the
grudge.



Inspiration leads to motivation.



God won’t budge, until you get rid of the
grudge.



Teach is reaching.



To be right, you got to have light.
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A mistake is an opportunity to do it, another
way.



Some folk plead The Blood, while others leave
the blood.



You are born to be loved, not hated.



Laughter keeps us sane.



God sees the invisible.



The burning comes before the warning;
something has to be consumed, before you can
be comfortable.



God is not only behind the scene, He’s in the
scene.



There’s a process, to the success.



Time, takes it’s time.



Your location, is your vocation, be productive
where you are planted.



In God’s math, you add by subtracting.



Don’t bury it under the snow, snow melts.



When your world burns down around you, be a
chimney.
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Page blank on purpose
***More seeds to come***
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We give you three easy ways to order:
Visit us on the Web
Fill out the order form and mail it to us
Call us
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